
Thef Briggs 1/3/00 letter 

Briggs likes the book, thinks it is an ieportant addition to the assassination 
record for history, but aside from his belief than some of the words should be 
changed to eliminate sarcasm and the like, he is clearly influenced in his be-
lief by the Kurtz skilled ax job which was clearly designed to discourage pub- te ae  re ee 
libation and which is almost entirely unfactual, coming from hie own addition to 
assassination mythologies. One conspicuous example of this is the Briggs un- 

queStioning acceptance of the entirely undocumented and entirely untruue allege- 	/ 
tiop .that the manupeript -Le or aviyEhes libel. 64"i "4 117.11-"4'411( eA'11-A-44(P444  

cr, ote  wviv, AA,   
Briggs s s that the xovidwers "focus on what they consider factual errors," 

and this, too, reflects the influence of the Kurtz fabrications. His most common 
criticism of thiS kind relates to me and to my work, but in not a single instance 
did Kurtz pro'14 e an example of what he says it error, abundant error in his 
fabrication, of my work. Tier in a single inetence did he offer any alleged 

proof of this alleged error. 

White there is no reason not to believe Brigs' statglIent of the problems 
he faces, making the changes Kurtz wants makes a different book of this and 
introduces factual error that is not in the manuscript. Publishers have the right 
to object to such things as the tone of the writing, and those with less than 
the necessary knowledge pf the actual fact rather than the so-called theories 
and mieinterpretaiions may be more inclined to do that, in this instance it 
appears that Briggs is influenced by the Kurtz criticiSms, which are almost all 

baseless and none of which he documented with anyi6roof. iCeillbAdtocr.0449  AI  t4mOvi'  
I believe that if Briggs were to ask for this kind of documentation of what 

Kurtz made up, whether from subject-matter ignozenceieor from prejudice of ul- 
terior motive, what I say would be immediately apparent to one who has the 
faptaal subject-matter knowledge Kurtz MAX does not have. 

Kurtz's willingness to. consult with brone means nothing and assumes that • •• 
his invali an undocumented criticisms are adcepted as factual, whice they 
are not for the most part. What should be required is validating Kurtz6s 
criticisms, especially hie allegations of factual error and of libelkWould 
also introduce error where there is no error?. It would at the least delay the 
book's appeerance and, aside from criticisms of style, titit with criticisms 
that are not accurate but reflect the Kurtz preconceptions, including og 
himself as Sherlock Holmes reborn. Kurtz may even believe some of these made 
ip criticisms of his, but thliseem deeignad to come as close as hejares to 

0144ve 
disc uraging the publication of an importadt

N
work on an important part of our 

hlitstory. allegations of libel and error whore there is none serve that and, 

not an honest end of a peer review. Kurtz is only presumed to be the peer that he is not. 
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Two of the more glaring ili.ustrationa of this are what Kurtz alleges are 
Wrone weaknesses, prejudices or dangers to a publisher. 

About wh4t L:rone said on page 162,Kurts's brief comment is "Rosner lied." 

Libelous??Only one with an overwhelming ianorance of the supposed assassination • 
literature could raise any question at all about more than Poneris lying. This. 
is illustrated by what Kurtz says about what Wrono sai,4bout two books. Kurtz begins 
that by stating that what Orono said is, "again, a cheap and totally unjustified 
shot at numerous serious, responsible assassination researchers and scholars' 
who have uncovered much evi4ence and written highly incisive analyses. drone 
apparently thinks that even the work of his idol, Harold Weisberg, Case Oaega  

is not worthy of admiration, since it is not cited in the footnete."Before antinuing 
with those wh(ise work is so e:i.ceptionallit fine Aid. pertinent, want Kurtz does not 
say is that Casa O-Jen not only is not about the Zapruder film, it also refers to 
Rosner as not only a 1A)r, and, unlika: Kurtz, who imposes on trust, it proved 
that he it

a----
dzlies. More, he also called Posner a plagiarist, and documented that 

with irrefutable proof, with documentation, as aurtz clouVdo here except by 
Aishoneatiea and to thoao who are nniisubject-Matter experts and take 1 
his uninformed and prejudiced arpriOTA/0 Poluvlikhotip Aid-Awl 

Kurtz acEnnot have read Case Open and not known that he is quite thnfair in 
his made-up critioist, aaa 0. cannot be an authentic subject-matter expert 
and, especially with regard to the Zapruder film,speak so highly of the most 
indecent and enormous frItits in ao-c4 led assassination litoraturithe 

cia..4/- 	• 	 .../ 
Lifton fabrication of the allege kidnapping and altering of the President' body. 
It made Lifton a fortune and it deceived probably more americans than any book 
after the Report. If there is anything factul, end new in the Litton book I do 
not recall it. I do recall that, aside from this indecent tabricatibm of which 
Kurtz has so high an opinion, just about all else in the Lifton book that 

ho claims he brouOirto light was published many years earlier. his contributon 
is that monstrous t14.1.4decency of tha totallimposaiblo body snatch. 

Nobody with an open mind can read Livingstone'a oatrageogs books and not 

t t  
--la i i 	h 

yonder if he is really rational, as he is not. He has biough r nothing 'law11  
factual and correct and really relating to the assassination rather than Use /11:14 
groat npabor of conjectures and fabrications abo4it. As Kurtz doei not let 

winra.-7- 
bother hdaat ho knew enough to know it- is that feu books are as overloaded 
with repetitive libel* as 2 - ivanasne a, as his personal behavior is even worse. 

\akc4/11,. . Al , 
 

Livingstone and t;ho Zapruder film? lie phoned me after his second book had 
appeared and told tic he was' &ping to the Arch vet; to look at the Zapruder film. 

when I naked him i lie had written two fat books on the assassination without 



looking at that film, he confirmed it. Reluctantly, I told him about the two 

of the mine frameo the uommission was to have published and dedn't and that 

they di:sprove what he has been saying, so did 'Lot thick he'd want to see 

that. No insisted, I told him aboUt the two frames immediatey after frame 334 

which arc clear on the back of the President's head' as he fella over d'Imid 
-wife and that they shot the back of the hoed .intact, without any blood or ,even 
a hair out of place. Tlio of three weeks latee Livingstonephened me to thank  

ma because those frames shoe exactl what I had said that was important knew-
ledge for bin. By, ..u. lt. Was inventing the most massive of conspiracies to 

alter the fiPille could not be wrong so the film had to be uas his thinking, 

IK--  and this is the "literature" that Kurtz says is byuresponiairlan.  .ners 

AP&I,be efeBeCKurtz doey not 	tzer's associate, Koel Twynan, whose 

massive Bloody Treason was apparently self-published. It is an exceptionally 

expensive printing job because of all the color pictures in it in particular 

and becau6.0 of the extortionate fees charged by the Zapdruder heirs for the use 

of that film", These two books are so bdd and so iGnorant I have a book-length 

manuscript I lenve as a reeerd for oils history of their atrocities and ignoranees 

and their fabric:etions and those not original with them.' Le4 0447 

Where flu: other books Kurtz criticizes Wren() for not using meke any reference r.!  
to the '4:.apruder film at all it is incidental and net in any sense new. If accurate. 

Indeed, to Kurtz, who ems net known to Briggs to be the non-expert on the 
assassination that he  inithat  he is a mail dominated by his go and unable to hide 

t.  

that completely; whose book is intellectual and factual ribbish.91, 1 
his seiftdndictmont for the Sajoa hg linaccurately) attribes to othertehKwithout 
any false modesty, as thought  we without quest/ 

is but , like the others nametaboverof'"higbly incisive analysesOhat, as tige 

reeview o4 it in the 'Journal of Americaa Hostory pointed out, inckudes the 

incredible Kurtz "highly incisive analyses" that has the shot allegedly biting 
the Prea;tent in the beck coming from below street level. Or bursting though 

the building's walls and the sidewalk and/or the street near it! "Incisive" 

is hardly the word for this fast :awl, and meet people knowing the truth would' 

not be inclined to find this as coming from "serious, responsible assassination 
vbir 

reseamhers whick of course, Kurtz, the s.4bject-matter ignoramus, moans himself. P oL  

Be refers to this assassination trash to which he is uncritically addicted as 

a 
Kurtz is critical of Drone because he did not use them and their ego-tripping 

fabrications. 

Kurtz does include another of the academic assasAination ignoramuses who 

ider themselves Perry 1,asons. lie has the nwme wrong, it is Petlee, not 
er 

and the viistakes in his mictitled Ausaasination Science are beyond 

not the assassinatrhon junk it 
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necessary for Wrens to hay uses itrle irrelevant as most are and seriously 

inaccurate as thi:; tabiters-araTqw6 nocessry for Urone to use "to exec yes a aU.0 more 

bala=nced judgement in this menu-script." Using 	Lotion of the possible 

body snatch, -6hich is Liftonie major contribution, J-ZiaZEI;;2-the -Reed. 

2resident havi.na boon shot from below the surface of the sidewiilks and roads, 

which. is perhaps the only major " ." ontribution by KurtZ 	a also 

impossible account of how the viIb 	ted of killing Kennedy`? 
/41,. flt 

Continuing his ignorant and/ot di shortest attack on Wron.C:, which7.4e says in 

obvious =truth "is not intenderii as an attack on Weisberg. ," Kurtz misrepesents 

what Wrone said about my books in his footnote on 	207 	he 	s 	saying that 

Obat "outrageously false claim was originally made by Weiss rg., 	hat I did 

publish: and `drone referred t4ourately, is tbat'
I 
or the three and a half des/ides 

after my first book was publisher, neither about it nor ababout the other eight 

that followed it have I received a phone cull or a letter from any one of those 

on the omissions and conmitteasabout whom I wrote so critically and criticized 

'to severely in which he protested that I had been toafth. ---x6 him in any way or 

had been inaccurate in what I wrotAou le. 

This is the fact. I have kas-11-MblIenetteirs written to.. me, all the 

criticism that ,.ere sent to me, and -.*iron what I state is the literally fact. 

i3ut, on 	as Kurtz would have it, believed that he is, having ever 
,h44 A14 

been here or used the free access to a 	
ii4e 

ll 1 	with no cost or charge, 	30 

ang way of knowing, leave alone of proving , that bin Tisrepresentation of wt, 

701 I did sat[ "is an outrageously false claim." t3A4 )4 44,41 /240, NLey A 	wrao. 

booke 

that are factually corre t aad aware entire from the facial evidence of which 

he is so blisafully ignorant, arz d h is ook was faulted. 

It is conspicuous and it is hardly scholarhaip to say of his and the other 

books that range from the insane to the at best undependable and did not report 

on any duplication of what I did that 'drone's "d sole reliancelwhich it is not] 

on Weisberg. .leads 4.E1 Iffieequally significant contributions of others." 

Like the !fklj";,t4-il://e1C-ot that allegegliltransitted the 2reAdentl a chest after 

liaasting iis way up from undergofund? Or of the alleged snatching of the body? 

Or the other innumerable errors and iznpossibioities in the works he says La•one 

had "tunnel vision" not to use. 

This is fair sample of Kurtz's impartiality, his subject-matter knowledge 

Rnd of what ha, with no falgae modesty, described as his ow{} "responsible." end 

sigmtfiaanticontribution"when what he refers to is not on the Zapruder film 

and the Zapruder film is what Wren° wrote about. 

Kurtz, who earned much adverse criticism from his ego-indul4A4,. and 

unscholarly book, api 	ntly judges works of a different cnara 
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Those who consider publishin:-: on the assassination have every reason to 

believe that a college professor who also wrote a boric on the assassination/that 

was published by a univerAty press would be an informed and dependable source 

x414 
of a peer review, but tint ' 1s not true in this cdstpot on this subject, of 

any more than perhaps ten 1 the entire world, and most publishers would have 
It 

no way of knowing uho they are. Briggs had every reason to believe that Kurtz 

is informed, impartial and that his would be a scholarly review. It is not a 
..3 

in any way. It is ignoranteltis grossly inaccurate, his inacouries transgresing 

	

- 	1 
into lies, and it is not easy not to believe that 10his serious factual errors 

Ael, 
intended 

- 
and the baseless troubles he predicts for this manuscript were Intended to AScArtilLsy 

4 
pap the University of Kansas Press from publishing the book-unless it was 

converted into the historical and literary dlosasfiOrtz himself produced. 

Unless Wren° kZ17-into his man % rtipt what is not: 	now and would 

Tito be there if he con-Vortud into a 	an') to Kurtz it ought not be published. .../ 
Itis conspicuous that  in his criticisms Kurtz generally includes no 

dirocti quotation or no source, not a single one. That is not solid commentary 

of the Idnd on which a publishoVcan eoNtmtedly depend. It may in this case 

prevent the publication of a unique, valuable and accurate book on that 

great national disaster, the assassination of the President_..) when such an 

assassination is a de facto coup d'utEet. 

If by any chance Urone inc167des what Kurtz, Loaringstone, Lifton, Hurt, 

Felzer4;ho is r,ally retzt14 and Summers wrote, and no self-rcopecti7 

writer 	eny foundation in the basic, official fact would not do, hi 
sluf.e 	. 

book will %herby be inevitably 	and lihere-zp it-de6=4gpth  / 
LiN 

use only the official evidence and is not accurate it would become another 

of the gveat mass of assassination tWash that-  hasadded to popular confusion 

and LawilaormentV6c assassination. 

T,Ilat the country dosnot need, and that no honest publisher should want. 

I wrote nig in haute and with many distractions and interruptions. In 
reading and correcting it I want to emphasize what I say on page two, that 

neither 	Kurtz noru singles6ut, with himself, as serious and 

responsible rosearchet'brought to light any significanti:a2J about the assassi- 

nation that had not been publisher before th'Iir books mere. Kurtz in particular,04:11(h44t 

With regard to the imaginary Kurtz shot to the /resident's back, Is  

L,XrYlkial 	
impossihlo ICurtILfab)-:ication/ what he attributes to others and 

5.Qwtm--57151-n- 	lfk What he wants Urone to add to Oro ,s both, which is 
on thcAPaprudor 	1V rha,A144A/led 0 041 



At this point you Atoned to toll me the few and.44mificant criticisms 
Kurtz aid he based his criticisms of me and my work on. 

With regard to that road-^
j
t-tAo correct represen-Ltion of the official 

evidence cited at the time I wrote it, 15 years zgo, in the book that followwed it 
I reported that the road stripes had boon chan;ed by the repaving of the street 
and in 1J.4 I printed in facsimile th 

 ZED 
 before the repaving and the 

map of after the repaving. The stripes, obviously, were not where they had been 
after the repaving. 

Inherent in #Kurtz's misrepresentation of the relationship between us is 
his belief that-wQh when tuo work together on the same subject, one corrupts the 

other. he knows nothing about our relationship but in another Cif his efforts to 
shake conf';',encefrwhat he wrote he writes about our relationship what in not 

- A4,41 
1Aen—ilov:..I333 -urue of my relationship with any other, some of whom have spent more Alvp44  

time researching in my files, to which all have unsupervised access and access to 
CIA(1- copier. 

host of those who have used my files are those with wt :m I know I will no-/t 
agree. Like the John R. Day-lire of the fictional Hafia r 	

13 (61..:201 

Livingstone, who had hits research done by a Baltimore policeman. That policeman)  
who robbed me extensively for David Lifton, for ehom he also worked./Ye stole 
£r Lifton only conies of my critical commentary on Lifton's outrageously in-
decent and impossible ierk. 

Obviously, -L could not corrupt those who did not t lieve as I did and who 
did not soot in the of acial records I-  have wheat  

Kahscx 	
sal zr them. 

On that, what Kurtz does flibtlliiiiasas is what my work consists of. 41t is of 
nine printed books and moro than two dozen book manuscripts that are a record for 

history. With my FOIA litigation4
)
some of which was precedental and one of which, 

according to tho legislative history , persuaded the Congress to amend the Act in 
1974, I brought to light about a third of a million once-withheld govenvnent 
assassination records. Of them about a quarter of a million came from thaBT and 
the Department of Justice.his university got only a small friction of the 1st of them. 

And Kurtz never came to sea or copy any of thou or to ask me any questions, by 
mail or in person,. 

Un this subject, Eurtz is not even rational, leave alone informed, as he 
is not. 


